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Abstract: 
 

High reliability electronic devices need to sustain thousand of Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) stresses during 
their lifetime. In this paper, it is demonstrated that repetitive ESD stresses on a protection device such as a 
bidirectional diode induce progressive defects into the silicon bulk. With “Sirtl etch” failure analysis technique, the 
defects could be localized quite precisely at the peripheral In/Out junctions. The degradation mechanisms during 
repetitive IEC 61000-4-2 pulses have been investigated on a protection diode with the objective of improving the 
design for sustaining 1000 pulses at 10kV level. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

More and more portable electronics systems are 
used for automotive and hand held applications like 
telephony. Hence, components are submitted to harsh 
environments and human repetitive contacts. As a 
consequence, protection devices are placed inside and 
outside the integrated circuits (ICs) to protect systems 
against Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) during their 
lifetime. To ensure excellent reliability level regarding 
ESD, these components should in the one hand satisfy 
an ESD robustness superior to 10kV according to 
IEC61000-4-2 standard [1] and in the other hand, 
sustaining at least 1000 pulses of 10kV repeated with a 
1Hz frequency. 

In this article, failure mechanisms during repetitive 
ESD pulses on discrete protection diodes have been 
studied based on both physical and electrical 
characterization. The ESD failure was localized by 
“Sirtl etch” failure analysis technique whereas I(V) 
characteristics enabled to assign an electrical signature 
to defects appearing during pulses repetition. 

The device under test and the stress procedures are 
presented in a first part. Then, electrical and physical 
characterization results are described. Finally, two 
possible failure mechanisms based on the experimental 
results are proposed and discussed. 
 
2. Devices under test 
 

In this study, the Devices Under Test (DUT) are 
“circular” bidirectional diodes used as ESD protection 
devices. They consist of two back-to-back diodes 
arranged in a cylindrical symmetry (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). 

 

 

 
Fig. 1 : Top view of the circular ESD protection device. 

 
Fig. 2 : Circular ESD protection ESD cross section. 
 

The circular diodes have been processed on the 
same P substrate, whereas In/Out and ground junctions 
have the same N+ doping (Fig. 2). In this device, the 
P substrate is not connected. 

IC technology developments aim at smaller 
devices, which represent a real challenge since several 
authors have shown that shrinking structure dimensions 
drastically reduces ESD robustness performances [2]. In 
this study, the distance D between the In/Out junction 
and the ground one has been varied to investigate the 
impact of this parameter on the ESD failure 
mechanisms. Hence, the following distances have been 
designed: 35µm, 45µm, 55µm and 65µm. 

 
 

3. Test procedures and experimental results 
 



The ESD stresses applied to the DUT of this study 
follow the IEC 61000-4-2 norm conditions for an 
Electromagnetic Compatibility [2], which is intended to 
simulate a person discharging into a system while 
holding a metal object [3]. Touching with a metal object 
suggests that, at least for the early part of the discharge, 
there will be a small resistance in the discharge path in 
addition to the arc resistance then leading to a very high 
current peak. When the air breaks down between the 
metal and one pin of the Integrated Circuit (IC), the 
protection structure turns on and the capacitance of the 
person is discharged via the IC into ground. 

The IEC 61000-4-2 waveform produced by our 
ESD tester is represented in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 : IEC 61000-4-2 contact waveform from 
NoiseKens ESS2000 ESD tester. 
 

NoiseKens ESS-2000AX is the ESD simulator that 
allows applying single and repetitive IEC61000-4-2 
pulses on protection diodes with a 1Hz frequency. All 
tests in this work are realized in contact discharge 
mode. 

During electrical or ESD tests, protection diodes 
are connected and polarized as shown in Fig. 2. 
 

a. Standard ESD testing results 
 
Three positive pulses followed by three negative 

ones have been applied to the devices to evaluate the 
single-ESD-robustness level (VESD). This robustness 
testing procedure corresponds to the standard 
qualification method as opposed to the repetitive pulse 
method presented in the next section.  The single-ESD-
robustness level is defined as the minimum stress level 
applied in successive three zaps which induces any 
change in the I(V) initial characteristic. 

In the following test results, the applied stress 
voltage begins at 5kV stepping up by 0.5kV. Therefore, 
VESD have been defined as the minimum stress voltage 
after which any reduction of the breakdown voltage or 
any increase of the leakage current is observed in the 
protection device I(V) characteristic compared to the 
initial electrical measurement. 

Ten devices have been studied for each distance D 
and the average VESD is summarized in Fig. 4. It can be 
noticed that VESD slightly improves with the distance D. 
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Fig. 4 : ESD Robustness for a single pulse as a function 
of distance D. 
 

Considering the number of tested samples, a tight 
distribution can be noticed in the robustness for a fixed 
distance. In fact, 10.5kV < VESD < 11.5kV for all 
distances. Since, the minimum level robustness is equal 
to 10.5kV; an investigation on repetitive ESD behavior 
can be done at 10kV, which is always sustained by all 
back -to-back diodes samples. 
 

b. Repetitive pulses results 
 

The repetitive pulse testing method significantly 
differs from the standard one and could be defined as a 
new qualification procedure. The aim of the repetitive 
pulses study is to determine the number of pulses, noted 
Nbd, after which the diode is damaged with a given 
stress level applied in a repetitive way. Practically, the 
ESD voltage level is repeated with a pulse rate of one 
pulse per second. The voltage polarity is always 
positive at the in/out junction, since by device 
geometry, the negative robustness exceeds NoiseKens 
tester stress capability (30kV). 

The same strict degradation criterion is defined as 
any I(V) characteristics change like in the single pulse 
case. The ESD robustness for repetitive stress 
corresponds now to the number of pulses sustained by 
the protection device just before electrical failure at a 
given stress voltage. 

In Fig. 5 the repetitive robustness results are shown 
for 10kV and 10.5kV IEC voltages. 

The measurements data of Fig. 5 have been 
obtained after a statistical treatment from 17 protection 
devices robustness measurements for each different 
distance value. Weibull statistical distribution has been 
exploited to take into account that some samples are not 
degraded by 1000 ESD zaps in order to analyze the 
number of pulses leading to failure. In fact, the 
description of statistics using Weibull distribution, 
which is a distribution in ln(x), is appropriate for a 
statistic study of reliability data. The improved 
repetitive stress robustness with the distance D has been 
globally shown in spite of robustness dispersion. 
Therefore, these results confirm that shrinking these 
protection device sizes reduces the ESD robustness of 



protection components, both for single and repetitive 
stresses. 
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Fig. 5 : ESD robustness for 10kV and 10.5kV repetitive 
pulses as a function of distance D. 
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Fig. 6 : Quasi-static TLP characteristic (100ns pulsed 
measurement) of studied protection devices showing on 
resistance increasing with D. 
 

It is very interesting to consider the impact of the 
above results on the usual way of designing ESD 
protection strategy. Given the increase of the on-
resistance RON with distance D (Fig. 6) and the single 
pulse robustness (Fig. 4), the ESD engineer may choose 
the lowest distance D device to protect a circuit that 
could for example sustain a maximum voltage of 45V. 
He may consider the RON benefit being more important 
than the slight increase in ESD robustness. But this 
selection is in fact sub-optimal regarding repetitive ESD 
robustness. Indeed, for application in the field, the 
product designed using the device with shorter distance 
D will only survive to about 40 stresses at 10kV while 
the protection device with longest distance D would 
survive more than thousands ESD stresses at the same 
level (Fig. 5) 

Comparing the behaviour of single and repetitive 
robustness versus distance D (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5), we 
could assume distinct failures mechanisms. In fact, the 
ESD robustness level voltage in the standard test is 
apparently higher than in repetitive mode. However, 
given the number of single pulsed samples, this 
statistically does not allow concluding strictly on that 
observation. 

To investigate further the failure mechanisms 
occurring during repetitive ESD stress, it is interesting 

to proceed to the physical characterization of degraded 
diodes. 

 
4. Physical failure analysis  
 

The objectives of this physical analysis is firstly to 
localize the failure, and then to determine the defect 
nature. Here, results are shown for protection devices 
degraded by repetitive 10kV IEC pulses. Several 
methods such as OBIRCH (Optical Beam Induced 
Resistance Change), EMMI (EMission MIcroscope) 
have been exploited without success because defects 
illumination is covered by the metal layer and the 
leakage current demanded to detect failures is high 
compare to the back-back leakage current. 

A chemical decoration method called “Sirtl etch” 
allowed revealing the failures. Fig. 7 shows melted 
filaments generated in the silicon bulk by repetitive 
ESD stresses. 
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Fig. 7 : Failure analysis on 35µm (a) & (b), 45µm 
(c) & (d) and 55µm (e) & (f) circular ESD protection 
diodes degraded by 10.5kV repetitive ESD stresses. 
 

After a complete removal of the metallization, the 
Sirtl etch procedure enables to expose the silicon bulk. 
Failure locations are then visualized with a Scanning 
Electron Microscope (SEM) and they clearly 
correspond to buried melted point not visible before 
chemical decoration. For all distances, from 35µm to 
65µm, failures are localized at the periphery of the 



In/Out junctions. A zoom of melted filament in Fig. 7 
also allows distinguishing around the melted filament, 
triangular defaults suspected to be dislocations [4]. 

The observed ESD failure signature is apparently 
always related to a single melted filament. So, to 
thoroughly examine the evolution of these ESD defects 
during pulses repetitions, electrical characterization 
have been carried out. 
 
5. Electrical Characterization 
 

The typical I(V) characteristic evolution  observed 
for a protection device degraded by repetitive 10kV 
stresses is presented in Fig. 8 for D=45µm. A similar 
evolution of the electrical degradations is obtained for 
protection devices studied from D=35µm to 65µm, only 
the number of pulses before degradation (Nbd) differs. 
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Fig. 8 : Electrical evolution of latent defects with a 
linear (a) and logarithmic (b) scalar for 45µm circular 
diode degraded in Fig. 7 (c) & (d). 
 

The I(V) evolution presented in Fig. 8 has been 
obtained by recording the static electrical behaviour of 
the diode after applying ESD stresses by steps of five 
repetitive pulses. Considering the strict repetitive device 
degradation criterion defined in section 3.a., the device 
has been degraded after 80 zaps. Indeed, linear and 
logarithmic curves in Fig. 8 show clearly that both the 
breakdown voltage and the leakage current evolution 
remain unchanged before the first 75 pulses.  

Two hypotheses may be considered to explain 
failure mechanism. In the one hand, no defect is created 
in the structure up to a random occurrence of a current 
filament in the silicon creating a local defect. In the 

other hand, the ESD degradation could be based on a 
defect created during the 75 first pulses but not revealed 
electrically [5]. At this point in time, experimental 
results do not allow favouring one of these two 
hypotheses. 

The step-stress after the 75 pulses leads to a 
progressive degradation that seems to reveal a growing 
defect density creation with additional stresses. An 
ultimate degradation state is completely reached when 
the I(V) characteristic becomes almost unchanged after 
130 pulses. Therefore, the defect is established and 
result on an irreversible failure. 

As described in section 4, these failures have been 
visualized from physical analysis. Their localization is 
always found to be in the periphery of the In/Out 
junction. By correlating the physical analysis results to 
the electrical ones, we can propose a final degradation 
scenario based on the growing of the original defects 
size in the periphery of the In/Out junction, leading 
finally to a short circuited junction once a critical defect 
size has been reached. 
 
7. Conclusion 
 

This article describes, through physical and 
electrical characterizations, the failure mechanisms of 
discrete ESD protection devices subjected to repetitive 
ESD pulses. Electrical degradation behaviour and 
melted filaments appearing in the silicon bulk revealed 
that ESD defects appear and grow during pulses 
repetition. Repetitive ESD testing allows to drawn new 
and original conclusions for protection design. 
Furthermore an approach of defect evolution has been 
established in this article. Unfortunately, the ESD 
defect nature is not physically visible. Nevertheless, 
investigations continue through innovation of new 
protection diodes design for sustaining repetitive 15kV 
IEC pulses and improving the understanding of the real 
defect nature and origin. 
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